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Accidents with killed or serious injuries 










Accidents with killed  
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Profile of Ridge coefficients
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Autocorrelation for AKSI residuals
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ÛaÑGvŁxv£shµ@pr{vŁ~uXq ·KGuZ¹
Zpxus ×sÓ¡auw@ ¨²¦qs£s@prqfs@pr B²Þ£Łxz^u
mopx|}u ²Þ±v¡ ±MøøMú ±v¡ ±ôM³³ ôv¡ö°³ ±^¡ ±ô±õ
Łx Mz^^uw|­ ±v¡ ±M³³ø ±v¡~®µ°Mõ£± ±^¡ ±õ ±^¡lõ£úM±Mù
Łx Łr ±v¡~®X±úô ±v¡öõùøõ ±^¡ ±M° ±^¡ øøù£ô
Łx s@£¹
 ®M¡ ùú±ú ±v¡ °õõõ ³°B¡ úMù Ýy¡ ±±M±^®
Łx MMz^^ «Õs ®M¡~®µùùB® ±v¡ øMøøø ®¡ ÷ú ±^¡x®wúùB®
Łx MRM °^¡~®X³øú úv¡ úM±õ£± ±^¡ ±Mù ±^¡ øM°úM°
Łx M ^ ±v¡ ù±M°÷ ±v¡ ôBõù° ®¡x®X° ±^¡ö°úM±õ
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AK and predictions 
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Łx Mz^^uw|­ ±^¡x®wøMøM° ±v¡~®X±³õ ®¡ ø^®wô° ±^¡ ±õ±ø
Łx Łr ±^¡ ³÷Mø³ ±v¡ ÷M³M°ø ±^¡öùø°B® ±^¡öù÷v®w±
Łx s@£¹
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Łx Mz^^uw|­ ±^¡ö°±M³õ ±v¡ ±Mø±M° °B¡öù³Múô ±^¡ ±^®M®µõ
Łx s@£¹
 ®¡ ÷^®Xúô ±v¡~®£õù÷ ú^¡ö°B®Xúú Ýy¡ ±±M±^®
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â° 2 æ«êvéèlèlk~åGë!áJJk íZköæRåGîJk´åyGããköêvéGåGítêíÖ
%pr M^Mqfs@prq Û<qfs@px|h£s@u B²ÞµŁ~zvu Û<qfs@px|h£s@u B²ÞµŁ~zvu
%z^{^pxi sq@ ®¡lõ£ú°ù ±^¡ ±úv®wú ®¡ ø±øGõ ±^¡x®w±ùù
EKµÑG²¦¼BÔz^v  ®w÷^¡ ³³M÷± ±^¡ö°úM³÷ °±^¡ øMùø± ±^¡x®X°^®®
Ùi|hŁxp´s ±^¡x®w÷±ù± ±^¡ úM°³^® ±^¡öùMõµôR® ±^¡lõùM°±
ÝiuZsuMq@uX^qfs@prZp~s ®¡x®®µ°° ±^¡ ³^®X±ø ®¡ ±Mù³M± ±^¡ ôM±ùB®
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ZprBuwMs Ûa@M ×Gn^p~vµ u ¼	 ­Ł~px^uX ¼	p~vuw ×ss@uJq@vu
¶
»J×G¥ m	uXqs ±v¡ ±v®®w± ±v¡ ±ôMø° ±^¡ ±³øM÷ ±^¡ ±±Gõ°
×s ±v¡ ±v®w÷Mù ±v¡ ±M³ôG° ±^¡ ±³±M÷ ±^¡ ±^®µ°÷
¶
¥ m	uXqs ±v¡ ±M±ú± ±v¡ ±°±° ±^¡ ±^®w÷Mú ±^¡ ±±ôô
×s ±v¡ ±v®X°÷ ±v¡ ±v®wøGõ ±^¡ ±^®µõ± ±^¡ ±±Gõµô
¶
» m	uXqs ±v¡ ±°÷õ ±v¡ ±°Mõù ±^¡ ±M°Mõù ±^¡ ±M°õù
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Urban injury accidents 
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Injury accidents in treatment areas except Copenhagen 
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Injury accidents with vulnerable road users in Copenhagen 














Injury accidents with vulnerable road users in treatment areas except Copenhagen 









































































Accidents with killed or serious injuries in Copenhagen 














Accidents with killed or serious injuries in treatment areas except Copenhagen 
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Ñapx{^Ł~u ·Knv^ ucpxd úùà·K¥ B²ÞµŁ~zvu
Ýip	¯úõ ²Þ±v¡ ±Múôù \ ±v¡ ±M±ôBõM²Þ±v¡~®Xú³õE^ ±^¡ ±Mùõ£ú
Ýip	¨vu{!úõ ²Þ±v¡~®µ°³÷ \ ²Þ±v¡ ±°ùM°)M²Þ±v¡ °M°B®wúO^ ±^¡ ±^®µ°ú
Ýip	©iúõ ²Þ±v¡~®µ°ø³ \ ²Þ±v¡ ±M³±°)M²Þ±v¡ °M°÷ôT^ ±^¡ ±±Múô
Ýip
¶
^%úõ ²Þ±v¡~®µ°ø± \ ²Þ±v¡ ±°úù)M²Þ±v¡ °M°÷ôT^ ±^¡ ±±Múú










































































































































































































































Simulated accidents from a Poisson distribution 





































Power analysis of Poisson distributed data
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Power analysis of overdispersed Poisson distributed data
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Pure alcohol in litres per inhabitant above 14 years




























Proportion of young people (18−24 year)












Size of population 
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Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
















Scatterplot for AI (adjusted for trend)














Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
















Scatterplot for AI (adjusted for trend)














Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
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Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
















Scatterplot for AI (adjusted for trend)














Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
















Scatterplot for AI (adjusted for trend)














Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
















Scatterplot for AI (adjusted for trend)














Scatterplot for AK (adjusted for trend)













Scatterplot for AKSI (adjusted for trend)
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